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t Outram Secondary School, we believe that every
Outramian is important and valuable. To help
Outramians realise their potential, school programmes
are designed to develop him/her into a confident
person, a self-directed learner, a concerned citizen
and an active contributor. The school’s vision of ‘A
Hallmark of Distinction’ provides the direction on
which Outramians will be groomed to be ‘Ladies and
Gentlemen of Distinction in character who have the
ability to be enterprising and are contributing citizens
with a global outlook’. In delivering the best value in
education for Outramians, the school constantly seeks
Mr Lo h Ch e un g Min g
to provide an environment conducive for them to
grow and develop a passion for learning. At the same
time, the school strives to give opportunities for Outramians to achieve their hopes and
aspirations.
In enabling all Outramians to succeed in the 21st Century, the school has made
values and character development systematic and pervasive in our total curriculum
programme. Besides rigour in the academic programmes, the school has a strong
co-curriculum that includes the Character for Life programme, the Community
Involvement Programme, as well as a wide range of other enrichment activities. These
are designed to develop leadership and strength of character in Outramians while
nurturing their talents and interests. Outramians are strongly encouraged to participate
actively in the various performances, competitions, work experience and exchange
programmes with countries such as China and Japan that would help enrich their
learning experience while they are at Outram.
There are 2 niche development status accorded to the school by the Ministry of
Education – Rock Climbing and Business & Enterprise. Through our comprehensive rock
climbing training programme, we hope to develop perseverance in Outramians. As
a South 4 Cluster Centre of Excellence for Business & Enterprise, Outramians are one
of the few students in Singapore who are given the privilege of taking Business Studies
and Introduction to Enterprise Development as examination subjects in the GCE ‘O’
Level Examination.
At Outram Secondary School, we strive to give Outramians a rich and meaningful
learning experience leveraging on the school’s values of SPIRIT - Sense of Belonging,
Perseverance, Integrity, Responsibility, Industriousness and Teamwork. Through
Outramians’ active involvement in the various aspects of school life, I am confident
that they will be imbued with SPIRIT so as to develop the capacity to pursue their
passions and realise their dreams.
Labor Omnia Vincit
Loh Cheung Ming, Principal

Academic Value-Added
Achievement Award
Express (Silver)
GCE ‘O’ Level 2010
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Our Purpose

o Inspire Learning, To Pursue Dreams, To Design Lives

L aunch of Sports Coaching Methodology
Certificate Programme
REACHING NEW HEIGHTS

O

utram Secondary School and the International Sports Academy (ISA), a private institution
are joining hands to offer students a distinctive one-year sports education course offering
subjects such as sports psychology, sports medicine and athlete management, leading to a Sports
Coaching Methodology Certificate Programme awarded by the USA Sports Academy (USSA). The
Memorandum of Understanding was signed on 21 April 2012 to seal the three-year agreement
between the two institutions. Mr Loh Cheung Ming, Principal of Outram Secondary School and Mr
Chay Yee, the Chairman of the ISA represented their respective institutions in the signing.
The four-phase programme, which has both theory
and practical elements, will see students applying
their theoretical knowledge through a Community
Involvement Programme assisting primary school
sports coaches. An additional benefit is that the
programme grants students exemption of one
module in ISA’s Sports Diploma Programme.
An important aspect of the programme is that it
enhances character development and leadership
skills concomitantly. Mr Sukhdev Singh, VicePrincipal of Outram Secondary School emphasized
that
leadership
qualities
and
character
development, both critical life skills, are cultivated
through the pursuit of sports excellence.

C limax @ Outram 2012 (Rock-Climbing)
Climax @ Outram 2012

C

limax@Outram 2012 was a great success as there were
more than 130 participants from a total of over 10
local and international schools. The success was brought
to greater heights with Outram climbers winning more than
50% of the top three prizes. With a display of sportsmanship,
determination and professionalism, their motto is “Winning
isn’t everything, but the will to win is everything”.
Congrats to our Rockclimbing team spearheaded by three
teachers: Mr Ong Kok Heng, Ms Serene Cheong and Mr
Hazlan. The culture of excellence is well and truly embedded
in the Rockclimbing team.
The climbers and organisers have greatly enjoyed this event
and they hope to make it bigger and better next year!
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T

he Netball girls have done the school proud at the recent
South Zone Netball Competitions. Our B Division girls played
their best against very tough competitors such as Raffles Girls’
School. They managed to win 2 out of 4 matches although they did not make it to the quarter-finals.
Our C Division girls played equally well and managed to win 3 out of the 4 matches, automatically
qualifying for the quarter-finals. They beat Holy Innocent High with a score of 36-3 and Bishan Park
Secondary with a score of 26-8. This was a huge achievement for Outram which had not qualified for the
quarter-final rounds in quite a while. The girls were nervous playing in the quarter-finals as they were up
against very strong teams like Raffles Girls and Fairfield Methodist. The girls faced much adversity during
the matches but their confidence and spirit were not broken although they did not make it to the semifinals.
Despite these challenges, the team remained strong and immediately went back to train to improve for
future matches. Their teamwork and resilience were remarkable as they continued to encourage each
other and forged a strong bond in the process.
Keep up the good work girls!
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Perseverance

OUTRAM SPORTS ACADEMY

S outh Zone Netball Competitions 2012

S wimming
OUTRAM SPORTS ACADEMY

T

he Outram Swimming Team participated in 26 events in the heats of
the 53rd MILO National Schools Championships 2012 in April 2012 and
qualified for the finals of 11
events. The swimming team’s
performance was an enormous
feat. Shaobing clinched a Silver
against strong competitors from
the Singapore Sports School,
Anglo Chinese Independent
and Raffles Institution. He
also improved his timing by 4
seconds from his performance
in the preliminaries. The teams
glowing achievements are as
follows:
Event
200 IM B-Boys
200 Breaststroke B-Boys
Freestyle Relay B-Boys

Freestyle Relay C-Boys

50 Butterfly A-Girls
50 Freestyle C-Girls
Freestyle Relay C-Girls

Achieving Excellence

Medley Relay B-Girls
200 Breaststroke B-Girls
Freestyle Relay B-Girls

Medley Relay C-Girls

Swimmer
Chen Shaobing
Chen Shaobing
Yang Xian Tong
Chen Shaobing
Lin Zhonggang
Lee Cheng Kang
Jonas Lai Jian Xian
Azri Zuhairi B Mohamed
Tan Jiong Yang
Kwok Chin Kiat
Koh Yu Feng Darren
Safranca Marven Josset Va
Guanyu Shanshan
Yap Wai Ting
Rena Teo
Siti Nur Sarah
Andjani Fadhilla Mumtazza
Yap Wai Ting
Diandra Fadhilla Umari
Chen Ziyi
Sng Xiu Wen Jazlin
Wen Xuan
Sng Xiu Wen Jazlin
Diandra Fadhilla Umari
Chen Ziyi
Sng Xiu Wen Jazlin
Wen Xuan
Rena Teo
Siti Nur Sarah
Andjani Fadhilla Mumtazza
Yap Wai Ting

C ross Country 2012
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Class
S2/3B
S2/3A
S2/3B
S2/3A
S2/3A
S4/7
S3/6
S1/5
S2/3
S2/3
S2/4
S2/6
S4/6
S2/6
S1/5
S1/6
S1/6
S2/6
S3/5
S3/5
S4/4
S4/6
S4/4
S3/5
S3/5
S4/4
S4/6
S1/5
S1/6
S1/6
S2/6

Overall position
2nd
5th
5th

6th

7th
7th
7th

7th
8th
8th

8th

S ports - A - Thon

Active Contributors

he Outram Sports-a-thon and Healthy Lifestyle Carnival was held on 21 April 2012. The Guest-of-Honour for the
event was Dr Lily Neo, Member of Parliament, Tanjong Pagar GRC & Advisor to Kreta Ayer–Kim Seng GROs.
The Carnival was part of the holistic programme offered to students to encourage them to participate in sports
in an enjoyable way and to instil in them a love for healthy living. It was also a way for our students to contribute
to the community as the public was invited to participate in the sports activities like rock-climbing, netball and
game and food stalls.

WORKING WITH THE COMMUNITY

T
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T he Outram Overseas Satellite School

Enhancing Global Awareness

OUTRAM SATELLITE SCHOOL

(OS)²

This represents Outram’s overseas satellite program. This year, it was a partnership between Outram
Secondary School and Deyang No.5 Middle School in China. It was held during the last 2 weeks of
term 1, from February 26 to March 11. It was definitely a fruitful two weeks, during which the Sec 2 Express students
learned invaluable lessons that they could take away with them. The activities planned in these 2 weeks were
both engaging and educational. There were field trips where students found themselves learning out of the
classroom. They had the opportunity to experience first-hand the things that they had learnt from their teachers.
The students would agree that these field trips gave them a different view of learning as they had to rely on
technology more than their textbooks and pens.
The satellite programme’s main highlight would be the use of technology both in and out of the classroom to
enhance the learning experience. Those who were in China were given a laptop each. This laptop served as a
communication tool for them to interact with their classmates and family members back in Singapore. The laptop
was also an important tool to document their learning experiences and more importantly, to help pen down their
emotions about having to be in unfamiliar surroundings, away from the comfort of their family and friends. The
students in China made very good use of their laptops as they helped them to complete assignments.
Constant communication was also
maintained
between
students
in
Singapore and China. Live web chats were
conducted where students could see and
talk to their friends from many kilometres
away. During their own time, students also
communicated with their friends through
MSN messenger, sharing information and
also helping each other out with the tasks
that were assigned to them by various
teachers on AsknLearn.
Students who went to China had the
opportunity to interact with Chinese students their age. They attended Math, English, Geography and even a
Business lesson with their new Chinese friends. It was rather difficult for the Chinese students to understand the
lessons, but our Outramians were quick to translate and complete the tasks with them, and both parties learned
from each other in the process. Our (OS)² students also visited many places of interest, such as Dujiangyan, the
Chengdu Panda Research Base, temples at Mount Emei, as well as the San Xing Dui Musuem. They also had a
once-in-a-lifetime opportunity of visiting the Sichuan Earthquake Site.
They got up close with the ruins and saw the kind of
damage that the earthquake left in the area. One
of the highlights of their visit would be the one day
homestay with their Chinese buddies. They spent the
day interacting with their buddies and their families.
Some had a tour of the city, while some played
games and learned about each other’s traditions.
It was heartening to see the friendships forming
among the students and some were even seen
exchanging email addresses and parting gifts.
The students back in Singapore also had
opportunities to learn outside the classroom. Field
trips to Marina Barrage and the Singapore Zoo were
organised for them. They too made use of the iPad
for their Mathematics lesson at Marina Barrage. It
was a tool that helped them to search for answers they required to complete the tasks assigned. They visited the
Singapore Zoo to learn about endangered species. The lessons they learned from these trips definitely enriched
their learning experiences. The OPEL task required them to
use the information they gathered at the Zoo as well as do
further individual research. The students were able to create
impressive presentations with the given tools.
All the students involved in this (OS)² experience have
provided positive reviews and have mentioned that they
would gladly revisit China if they were given the chance
to do all this again. I am sure all the teachers and students
involved in this programme have brought back many lessons
and the memories they have created will definitely stay with
them for a long time. We can hardly wait for our next (OS)²
project in 2013!
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E nhanced Higher Chinese Language (HCL) Curriculum-

utram Secondary School participated in the first ever
Traditional Chinese Medicine (TCM) Festival. Organised
by Chung Hwa Medical Institution, this TCM Festival held on
17 March 2012 at Hong Lim Park was in celebration of the
Institution’s 60th Anniversary. We were one of the two schools
selected to offer TCM lessons as part of our Enhanced Higher
Chinese Language (HCL) Curriculum.
We had exhibitions on our school’s 2-year TCM programme
with students’ project work and provided some useful TCM
information related to our daily life. Our Secondary 2 and 3 HCL
students interacted with members of the public, showcasing
their projects.
All the students who participated had an enriching experience
and glowing comments were received from the public,
affirming our programme and praising our students for their
good presentation.
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Concerned Citizens

O

STUDENT - CENTRIC ACTIVITIES

The Traditional Chinese Medicine Experience

M alay Language Inter-Secondary School Friendly Debate

Building Confidence

student - centric activities

O

ur students participated in the
Malay Language Inter-Secondary
School Friendly Debate on 23 March
2012. Rendy Setiawan Lie, Imanuella
Thio Wijaya, Richard Law and
Andressina Sarah from Secondary 4/6,
Tommy Susanto from Secondary 4/5,
and Artania Raharso from Secondary
5/1 represented the school.

O utram Ink - Participation In Story Challenge 2012
O

utram Ink members Neha Mathew and Neeshu Mathew from Secondary 3/4 made it to the finals of the annual
Story Challenge Competition. Story Challenge is an original improvisational storytelling competition created by
The Theatre Practice and open to both English and Mandarin speakers in primary and secondary schools in Singapore.
For the past five years, the Story Challenge competition has grown steadily with increased participation.
The participation in the semi-finals was a remarkable achievement as they worked extremely hard incorporating various
plot development and dramatisation techniques in their stories.
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